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Adaptive Control Strategy for Active Power Sharing
in Hybrid Fuel Cell/Battery Power Sources
Zhenhua Jiang, Member, IEEE, Lijun Gao, Member, IEEE, and Roger A. Dougal, Sr. Member, IEEE
Abstract—Hybrid systems composed of fuel cells and batteries
combine the high energy density of fuel cells with the high power
density of batteries. A dc/dc power converter is placed between
the fuel cell and the battery to balance the power flow between
them and greatly increase the peak output power of the hybrid.
This paper presents an adaptive control strategy for active power
sharing in the hybrid power source. This control strategy can ad-
just the output current setpoint of the fuel cell according to the
state-of-charge (or voltage) of the battery, and is applicable in two
topologies of active fuel cell/battery hybrids. The control strategy
is implemented in Simulink and then tested under arbitrary load
conditions through simulation and experiments. Simulation and
experimental results show that the adaptive control strategy is able
to adjust the fuel cell output current to adapt to the charge state of
the battery, and appropriately distribute the electrical power be-
tween the fuel cell and the battery. Experiments demonstrate the
generality of the adaptive control strategy.
Index Terms—Active power sharing, adaptive control strategy,
battery, fuel cell, hybrid power sources, power converter.
NOMENCLATURE
Acell Area of each cell (cm2).
b, r,m, and n Polynomials determined empirically from
experimental data.
E0 Standard potential of H 2-O2 reaction (V).
Ib Charging current to the battery (A).
Ifc Output current from the fuel cell stack (A).
Impp Current of the fuel cell corresponding to the
maximum power point (A).
Imeﬀ Current of the fuel cell corresponding to the
maximum efficiency point (A).
Irb Battery charging current setpoint (A).
Irfc Fuel cell current setpoint (A).
Ncell Series number of the cells in the fuel cell
stack.
Pfc Output electrical power of the PEM fuel cell
stack (W).
Vb Battery voltage (V).
Vbmin Battery low voltage disconnection setpoint
(V).
Vrb Battery voltage setpoint (V).
∆GT Change in free energy of the electrochemical
oxidation of the fuel (J).
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∆H0 Enthalpy change for the total oxidation reac-
tion of the fuel (J).
ηmax Maximum theoretical efficiency of the fuel
cell.
SOC State-of-charge of the battery.
I. INTRODUCTION
C LEAN and convenient energy is becoming more and moreattractive in industrial and commercial applications at a
variety of power levels. Modern handheld electronic devices
such as PDAs, cellular phones, portable computers, camcorders,
MEMS, and radios have fueled a great need for new high-
energy, small-volume portable power supplies [1]. New gener-
ations of electric vehicles or airplanes may require lightweight
power sources having high power density [2], [3]. Current tech-
nology batteries by themselves are insufficient to provide the
long-term power (energy between refuelings) that these sys-
tems require. Fuel cells of reasonable size may provide the
necessary energy, but cannot (economically) provide the high
peak power occasionally demanded by these systems. Hybrid
power sources composed of fuel cells and batteries combine the
high power density of batteries with the high energy density of
fuel cells [4], [7]. Furthermore, a fuel cell-battery hybrid system
enables instant cold-start operation since the battery meets the
majority of the load demand while the fuel cell is warming up,
and allows both components to be of smaller dimensions and to
operate with higher efficiency, since neither has to provide the
full load and capacity.
The passive hybrid that results from connecting both the fuel
cell and the battery directly to the power bus [4], allows less
flexibility in the system design compared to the active hybrid.
This is because the nominal voltages of the fuel cell stack and the
battery must be similar in order to not overcharge the battery,
yet the similar voltages then determine in a rather fixed way
the amount of power that can be supplied from the fuel cell to
the battery or to the load. Therefore, as an alternative to the
passive hybrid, a dc/dc power converter can be placed between
the fuel cell and the battery so that the power sharing between the
two components can then be actively controlled, which greatly
increases the peak output power [5]. A major issue arising in
design of the hybrid power source is the algorithms for control of
the power sharing. The study described in [6] deals with control
strategies based on two distinct and conflicting objectives: either
maximizing fuel cell output power or maximizing the efficiency
of the fuel cell source. With the former strategy, the battery
would eventually become fully charged but the efficiency would
not be maximized while, with the latter strategy, the fuel cell
would achieve maximum efficiency, but the battery would finally
0885-8969/$25.00 © 2005 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Simplified circuit diagram for the active hybrid fuel cell/battery power
source.
run down to depletion. The objective of this study is thus to
achieve a strategy that embodies the very best properties of each
of these two strategies, with none of the detrimental properties.
This paper presents an adaptive control strategy for active
power sharing in the hybrid power source. The control strategy
can adjust the output current setpoint of the fuel cell according
to the charge level (voltage) of the battery, and is applicable in
two different configurations of the active hybrids. The control
strategy is implemented in Simulink and then tested under arbi-
trary load conditions through simulation and experiments. The
results validate the capability of the adaptive control strategy
for adjusting the fuel cell output current to adapt to the charge
state of the battery, and for efficiently distributing the electrical
power demand between them.
II. ACTIVE POWER SHARING IN HYBRID POWER SOURCES
Fig. 1 schematically shows the simplified circuit diagram of
one configuration of an active hybrid fuel cell/battery power
source (Configuration I). The load is directly connected to the
battery at node A. The fuel cell is connected to both the battery
and the load through a dc/dc step-down converter. The battery
provides additional power when the load needs high power and
is charged by the fuel cell when the load demand is low. Current
transducers sense the currents from the fuel cell and into the bat-
tery. Resistors R1 and R2 form a voltage divider to measure the
battery voltage. The measured fuel cell current, battery current,
and battery voltage are input to the controller. The voltage and
current limits of the battery are set by Vrb and Irb, respectively.
The controller sets the fuel cell current reference Irfc continu-
ously according to the battery charge level. The controller also
calculates the duty cycle and produces a continuous PWM drive
signal for the buck converter. In Fig. 1, connecting the load to
the fuel cell at node B (rather than to the battery at node A) re-
sults in another configuration of the hybrid power source which
we term Configuration II.
The electrical power output and the overall efficiency are two
important indicators of the performance of the power source.
Since the power available from the fuel cell stack is limited, it
may sometimes necessary to operate the fuel cell at its maximum
power point. The empirical equation given in (1) is often used to
describe the electrical power output of a PEM fuel cell stack [8]
Pfc = Ncell ·
[
E0 − b · log
(
Ifc
Acell
)
− r · Ifc
Acell
−m · exp
(
n · Ifc
Acell
)]
· Ifc (1)
where Pfc is the electrical power output of the PEM fuel cell
stack (W), E0 the standard potential of the H2-O2 reaction (V),
Ifc the output current from the fuel cell stack (A), Ncell the se-
ries number of the cells, Acell the area of each cell (cm2), and
b, r,m, and n are polynomials determined empirically from ex-
periment data. It is clear from (1) that the output electrical power
Pfc reaches the maximum point when ∂Pfc/∂Ifc = 0. In other
words, when the output current of the fuel cell stack is some
certain value, say Impp, the fuel cell achieves the maximum
output electrical power.
The ideal efficiency of a fuel cell considered by itself has a
maximum theoretical value ηmax at zero delivered power, given
by
ηmax =
∆GT
∆H0
(2)
where ∆GT is the change in free energy of the electrochemical
oxidation of the fuel (J), and ∆H0 the enthalpy change for the
total oxidation reaction of the fuel (J). However, considering
the entire fuel cell system, which includes parasitic losses from
equipment such as pumps, fans, blowers, heat exchangers, and
the electronic control system, the practical efficiency of the fuel
cell system may be quite different from the theoretical value.
It will depend on the system selected, the operating conditions
(i.e., temperature, pressure, and fuel used), and also on the sys-
tem specific technical components and balance of plant (BOP)
solutions. A contribution to the understanding of fuel cell sys-
tem efficiency and operation under full and part load is presented
in [9]. In practical operation, the maximum efficiency point will
occur somewhere other than (and obviously less than) the max-
imum power point. We will call this maximum efficiency point
Imeﬀ .
Since operating the fuel cell power source at its maximum
power point produces poor energy efficiency, and operating at
the maximum efficiency point does not produce rated power [6],
we seek instead to regulate the fuel cell current on a continuously
varying basis in response to the load power demand. An adaptive
strategy for doing this is presented in Section III.
III. ADAPTIVE CONTROL STRATEGY FOR ACTIVE
POWER SHARING
A. Adaptive Control Strategy
In general, the hybrid power source is optimized so that the
fuel cell provides the energy required by the load, while the
battery supports the peak power demands of the load. Over
time, the battery may occasionally run down to depletion or up
to full charge. Since the state-of-charge of the battery indicates
its potential to meet peak power demands, our adaptive control
strategy adjusts the output current of the fuel cell according
to the charge level of the battery. Whenever the battery charge
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the equivalent circuit of the battery as it is connected to
a voltage bus.
level exceeds 80%, the fuel cell operates at maximum efficiency
mode to save fuel. If the battery charge drops below 40%, the
fuel cell operates at the maximum power mode, providing more
power to the load or charging the battery at a higher current.
When the battery charge level is between 40% and 80% full, the
fuel cell current is regulated on a continuous basis, proportional
to the battery depth-of-discharge which is calculated as unity
minus state-of-charge. The control strategy is explained in (3)
Irfc =


Imeﬀ , SOC ≥ 0.8
Imeﬀ + 0.8−SOC0.4 (Impp − Imeﬀ), 0.4 < SOC < 0.8
Impp, SOC ≤ 0.4
(3)
where Irfc is the fuel cell current setpoint, and SOC the state-
of-charge of the battery.
It is currently impossible to measure battery state-of-charge
directly. However, for the lithium-ion batteries that are of inter-
est to this application, there exists an approximately linear re-
lationship between the state-of-charge and open-circuit voltage,
when the state-of-charge is not within the extreme ranges [10]
(the range of interest here is from 40% to 80%). The fuel cell
current can therefore be decided according to the open-circuit
voltage, which is given in (4)
Irfc =


Imeﬀ , vo ≥ v1
Imeﬀ + v1−vov1−v2 (Impp − Imeﬀ), v2 < vo < v1
Impp, vo ≤ v2
(4)
where vo is the battery open-circuit voltage, values of v1 and v2,
respectively, correspond to 80% and 40% state-of-charge and
can be obtained by measuring the open-circuit voltage when
charging the battery to 80% and 40% full, where the state-
of-charge is decided using the following approach [10]. Each
battery is discharged to full depletion. A constant current is then
applied to charge the battery until it is full and the total charging
time is recorded. After fully depleting this battery, charging
this battery with the same current for a proportion (equal to
the state-of-charge in magnitude) of the total charging time can
approximately obtain a desired state-of-charge.
It is impossible to directly measure the open-circuit voltage
when the battery is connected to a loaded distribution bus, so we
use the simple equivalent circuit of the battery as illustrated in
Fig. 2. It is obvious that the relation between the terminal voltage
vb and the open-circuit voltage v0 can be described by (5)
vb = vo + ib · r (5)
Fig. 3. Modified strategy for the fuel cell current setpoint that is decided by
the battery terminal voltage.
where ib is the current flowing into the battery (negative if the
current flows out from the battery), and r is the equivalent series
resistance (ESR) of the battery. (While much more sophisticated
models of the battery can also be used, such models have a
negligible impact in this application.)
In the practical operation, the strategy shown in (4) can be
modified by substituting the measured battery voltage vb for the
open-circuit voltage v0 for two reasons. First, this modification
eliminates the need for obtaining information of the battery
open-circuit voltage. Second, the term of internal voltage-drop
(corresponding to the equivalent series resistance—ESR) has a
self-adaptive capability for a change in the load. When the load
demand is relatively low, the fuel cell may charge the battery at
a higher rate. In this case, the battery terminal voltage is higher
than the open-circuit voltage. The modified strategy will set a
smaller fuel cell current than that using the open-circuit voltage,
which results in fuel savings. When the load needs high power,
the battery will discharge. In this case, the battery terminal
voltage is lower than the open-circuit voltage. The modified
strategy will get a larger fuel cell current than that using the
open-circuit voltage, which compensates for the increase in the
load.
The modified strategy is illustrated in Fig. 3. When the battery
terminal voltage exceeds an upper-limit (v1), the fuel cell current
is regulated at Imeﬀ . When the terminal voltage is below a lower
limit (v2), the fuel cell current is regulated at Impp. When the
terminal voltage is between v1 and v2, the fuel cell current is
regulated in reverse proportion to the terminal voltage.
The control strategy must regulate the fuel cell current while
limiting either the charging current or the voltage of the bat-
tery as appropriate. Respecting these limits is especially critical
for advanced technology batteries such as lithium-ion. Only the
duty cycle of the power converter can be controlled. By changing
the duty cycle, the output current of the fuel cell, and the voltage
or current of the battery can be regulated, but not independently.
Thus, there are three regulation modes: fuel cell current limit
(FCCL) mode, battery current limit (BCL) mode, and battery
voltage limit (BVL) mode, each based on different goals. In the
hybrid power source, the battery terminal voltage is an impor-
tant index for the regulation mode. When the battery terminal
voltage is below the limit voltage, which may correspond to the
condition of a heavy load or a light load coupled with low battery
charge, then either the fuel cell current or the battery current is
limited, depending on the load. If the load demand is very high,
the battery may be discharged or charged at a lower rate (lower
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Fig. 4. State machine representation of the adaptive control strategy for fuel
cell/battery hybrid power sources.
than the limit). Then fuel cell current limit mode applies and the
fuel cell current depends continuously on the battery terminal
voltage according to the modified strategy. If the current demand
makes the output current of the fuel cell lower than the current
reference calculated according to the voltage of the battery, the
charging current of the battery may need to be regulated in order
to protect the battery; i.e., battery current limit mode applies. In
this case, the fuel cell current is unregulated but is always below
its limit. When the battery terminal voltage exceeds the voltage
limit, which may correspond to the condition of no load or a light
load as well as high battery charge, then battery voltage limit
mode must apply to prevent overcharging the battery. Under this
mode, the output current of the fuel cell and the charging current
of the battery should be below the limit currents. Fig. 4 shows
the state machine representation of the control strategy. The
circles represent the regulation modes (states) of the system.
The arrows indicate the changes from one regulation mode to
another (events). Each event happens under a corresponding
condition that is unique to the present regulation mode. The
conditions of state transitions are summarized in the table of
Fig. 4.
B. Simulink Implementation of Adaptive Control Strategy
MATLAB/Simulink is selected as the tool for the control
system design for two reasons. First, the Simulink object can
be directly inserted into the virtual test bed (VTB) simulation
[11], which makes it possible to test the control algorithm with
a very detailed system model, and second, an interface layer
exits to dSPACE hardware, which allows easy testing of the
Fig. 5. Simulink implementation of control strategy.
control algorithm on real hardware. The Simulink model of the
controller is shown in Fig. 5. The main functional blocks in this
Simulink model are fuel cell current setpoint section, regulation
mode select section, and compensation loop section.
The fuel cell current setpoint section realizes the strategy il-
lustrated in Fig. 3. The setpoint of the current from the fuel
cell stack is calculated based on the measured battery voltage.
The regulation mode select section realizes the strategy shown
in Fig. 4. The regulation mode is determined according to the
current operating conditions (the previous regulation mode and
the measured currents and voltages), and the logic of the con-
trol strategy. The compensation loop section is used to compute
the duty cycle of the power converter according to the selected
regulation mode (control objective). A proportional-integral ap-
proach is used to regulate the currents and voltages. In order
to reduce the voltage or current transients that may occur when
the regulation mode is changed, the control scheme consists of
a feed-forward term (implemented by the duty cycle at the pre-
vious sample interval) plus the proportional and integral terms
of the errors of the currents or voltage. The proportional and in-
tegral terms of the errors are actually compensating the change
of the duty cycle (∆d) at the current step. Whenever the regula-
tion mode is changed, each integrator is reset to avoid unusual
current or voltage transients at the time of mode change. The
current and voltage regulations are formulated in (6)–(8)
d = dold + kpifc(Irfc − Ifc) + kiifc
∫
(Irfc − Ifc)dt (6)
d = dold + kpi(Irb − Ib) + kii
∫
(Irb − Ib)dt (7)
d = dold + kpv(Vrb − Vb) + kiv
∫
(Vrb − Vb)dt (8)
where Ifc is the sampled current from the fuel cell stack; Vb the
is the sampled voltage of the battery; Ib is the sampled current
to the battery; d and dold are the the present and previous duty
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Fig. 6. VTB schematic view of the hybrid fuel cell/battery power source.
cycles used to control the buck converter, respectively; Irfc, Vrb,
and Irb are the limits for the fuel cell current, battery voltage, and
battery charging current, respectively; and kpifc, kiifc, kpi, kii,
and kpv, kiv are proportional and integral gains for the fuel cell
current, battery current, and battery voltage, respectively.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulation studies are first conducted in the VTB to inves-
tigate the performances of the adaptive control strategy. Con-
figuration I of the hybrid power source is studied here as an
example. (The same simulation was done for Configuration II,
but is not described here.) Fig. 6 shows the VTB schematic
view of the system shown in Fig. 1 (Configuration I). A 25-
cell PEM fuel cell stack is the main power source. A metal
hydride bed is connected to the fuel cell through a pressure
regulator to supply hydrogen at 1.0 atm (1.0133× 105 Pa) con-
stant pressure. Both the fuel cell and the metal hydride bed are
configured to independently exchange heat with the ambient
environment. The battery is configured as four cells in series
and two strings in parallel. The capacity of each cell is 1.4 Ah.
The initial state-of-charge of the battery is 0.5. The battery also
exchanges heat with the ambient. The load periodically draws
a random pulse current. The period is 600 s, and during each
cycle, the current varies widely between 6 and 0.1 A, as shown
in Fig. 7.
The Simulink model of the controller, shown in Fig. 5, is em-
bedded into the VTB simulation. The fuel cell current setpoint
is changed according to the strategy described in Fig. 3, where
v1 = 14.75 V, v2 = 16.25 V, Impp = 2 A, and Imeﬀ = 0.5
A. The limit of the battery charging current is set at 1.6 A,
according to the maximum safe charging rate of the battery. The
limit of the battery voltage is set to 16.6 V. Table I lists the gains
for current and voltage regulations in the control algorithm
shown in (6)–(8). The simulation is run for 6000 s, and the
simulation results are shown in Figs. 8–13. Fig. 8 shows the
currents from the fuel cell stack, from the battery and to the load.
Fig. 9 shows the voltages of the fuel cell stack and the battery.
These currents and voltage during the first cycle are plotted in
Fig. 7. Profile of the current drawn by the load during each cycle.
TABLE I
GAINS FOR CURRENT AND VOLTAGE REGULATIONS
Fig. 8. Currents from the fuel cell stack, from the battery and to the load.
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Fig. 9. Voltages of the fuel cell and the battery.
Fig. 10. Calculated state-of-charge of the battery.
Figs. 12 and 13. The calculated state-of-charge of the battery
is plotted in Fig. 10. Fig. 11 displays the change of regulation
mode.
Initially, when the load draws a very low current of 0.1 A,
the fuel cell current is about 1.3 A, providing a high current to
charge the battery. Almost immediately, the charging current of
the battery reaches the current limit (1.6 A), and then battery
current limit (BCL) mode applies (see Fig. 11) and the charging
current is regulated at 1.6 A (Fig. 12). When the load current
increases to 1.2 A at 100 s, the fuel cell current exceeds the
previous setpoint, and then fuel cell current limit (FCCL) mode
applies (Fig. 11). At this mode, the charging current of the
battery declines due to the load change and the battery terminal
voltage decreases accordingly (Fig. 13). The controller then
sets a higher fuel cell current (1.8 A) according to the battery
voltage. When the load current increases to 2 A at 160 s, the
battery voltage declines to 15.8 V due to the decrease of the
charging current and then the controller increases the fuel cell
current setpoint to 2 A. When the load requirement decreases at
200 s, BCL mode applies again. Afterward, the fuel cell current
setpoint continues to vary with the changes of the load demand
and the battery state. It is important to note that when the load
Fig. 11. Change of the regulation mode (1: FCCL, 2: BCL, 3: BVL).
Fig. 12. Currents of the fuel cell, battery, and load during the first cycle.
draws 6 A (or even 3 A) current, the fuel cell cannot supply
sufficient current to the load and then the battery is discharged,
resulting in the sudden drop of the terminal voltage (below the
setpoint of v2). The setpoint of the fuel cell current is then
increased to 2.2 A (Fig. 12), corresponding to the maximum
power point of the fuel cell stack.
During some cycles, when the battery voltage reaches its limit
(16.6 V), for example, at 5600 s, the battery voltage limit (BVL)
mode applies (see Fig. 11) and the battery voltage is regulated at
16.6 V (see Fig. 9). The state-of-charge of the battery, as shown
in Fig. 10, increases when the battery is charged and decreases
when discharged. During each cycle, the net increase of the
state-of-charge is positive. This is because the average power of
the load is less than the average output power of the fuel cell,
and the net input power to the battery is positive. However, the
net increase of the state-of-charge slows down eventually to zero
over time, because the fuel cell supplies less power than initially
under the same load cycle when the battery voltage increases
to the limit. Fig. 11 shows that the regulation mode is selected
correctly according to the battery charge level and the load
characteristics. Simulation results show that the fuel cell current,
battery current, and battery voltage are regulated properly and
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Fig. 13. Voltage of the fuel cell and the battery during the first cycle.
Fig. 14. Block diagram of the experiment platform.
that the power of the active hybrid is reasonably shared between
the two sources with the adaptive control strategy.
V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
A prototype of the hybrid power source has been built using
an H-Power D35 PEM fuel cell stack and 8 Sony 18650 lithium-
ion cells to validate the adaptive control strategy. Fig. 14 shows
a block diagram of the experimental platform. The hybrid power
source has two output terminals (A and B) with different termi-
nal voltages. Connecting the load to the battery at node A, or
to the fuel cell at node B, results in two different configurations
(I and II, respectively). The power converter is controlled by a
dSPACE controller board (model DS1103 PPC). The currents
and voltages of the fuel cell stack and the battery are monitored
and fed into the controller. The controller calculates the duty
cycle of the power converter and sends the duty commands to
the hardware.
The fuel cell stack has a nominal power capacity of 35 W and
a nominal open circuit voltage of 24 V. Lithium-ion cells are
connected as four cells in series and two such strings in paral-
lel. The nominal capacity of each cell is 1.4 Ah. The electronic
load periodically draws the same current as for the simulation,
as identified in Fig. 7. Table II describes the major components
used. Tests are conducted on two different configurations to
validate the adaptive control strategy and to demonstrate the
TABLE II
COMPONENTS USED IN THE HYBRID POWER SOURCE
Fig. 15. Currents from the fuel cell and the battery in Configuration I.
Fig. 16. Voltages of the fuel cell and the battery in Configuration I (Top: fuel
cell voltage, Bottom: battery voltage).
generality of the control system. The control algorithm devel-
oped in Simulink is compiled, and downloaded to the dSPACE
controller board to control the real hardware. The parameters of
the controller are the same as for the simulation. Experimental
results are shown in Figs. 15–18.
Figs. 15 and 16 show the currents and voltages of the fuel cell
and the battery, respectively, during the first cycle in Configu-
ration I. Initially, when the load draws 0.1 A current, most of
the fuel cell current (about 1.3 A) is used to charge the battery,
and the charging current reaches the current limit. Then BCL
mode applies and the charging current is regulated at 1.6 A.
When the load current increases to 1.2 A, the fuel cell current
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Fig. 17. Currents from the fuel cell and the battery in Configuration II.
exceeds the previous setpoint; then FCCL mode applies, and the
charging current of the battery declines due to the load change.
It is shown in Fig. 16 that the battery terminal voltage decreases
accordingly. The controller then sets about 1.8 A fuel cell cur-
rent according to the decrease of the battery voltage and the fuel
cell voltage decreases (Fig. 16). When the load current increases
to 2 A, the battery voltage declines due to the decrease of the
charging current, and then the controller increases the fuel cell
current setpoint to approximately 2 A, which actually compen-
sates the increase of the load demand. When the load demand
becomes low, BCL mode applies again, and is then followed
by FCCL mode. Later, the fuel cell current setpoint continues
to vary with the changes of the load demand and the battery
voltage.
When the load draws 3 A or 6 A current, the fuel cell can-
not provide sufficient power to the load and then the battery
is discharged, causing the terminal voltage to drop below the
setpoint of v2. The setpoint of the fuel cell current is then in-
creased to 2.2 A maximum current (Fig. 12), corresponding to
the maximum power point of the fuel cell stack. This adjust-
ment is very helpful because the fuel cell supplies more power
when the load is very high. It is worthwhile to note that when
the load changes from a very high current to a lower current,
the controller first limits the battery current, and then the fuel
cell current. This is because at these times the battery changes
from discharging to charging or from low current charging to
high current charging and it takes time for the battery voltage
to recover. When these changes take place, the controller gives
a higher fuel cell current setpoint than the steady state, which
causes the battery current to reach its limit. This is not clearly
observed in the simulation because the simulation model does
not capture the very detailed transients of the battery voltage.
Another reason for this difference is that a low pass filter was
used in the experiments, which caused the measured signals to
delay. It is seen from the experimental results that the fuel cell
current and the battery current are regulated properly.
The currents and voltages of the fuel cell and the battery
during the first cycle in Configuration II are shown in Figs. 17
Fig. 18. Voltages of the fuel cell and the battery in Configuration II (Top: fuel
cell voltage, Bottom: battery voltage).
and 18, respectively. During the operation, the fuel cell current
setpoint continues to vary with the changes of the load demand
and the battery voltage. Initially, when the load is low, BCL
mode applies and the charging current is regulated at 1.6 A.
When the load current increases to 1.2 A, FCCL mode ap-
plies, and the fuel cell current is regulated at around 1.8 A. The
charging current of the battery declines and the terminal voltage
decreases. When the load current becomes very high, the con-
troller increases the fuel cell current setpoint to compensate the
increase of the load demand. When the load draws peak power,
the fuel cell current is set at 2.2 A maximum current, and the
fuel cell stack outputs maximum power available. It is also seen
that the fuel cell current and the battery current are regulated
properly in Configuration II.
Experimental results validate that the same control strategy is
applicable to different configurations, and has great flexibility
and generality. Experimental results also show that the power
in the both configurations of active hybrids is reasonably shared
between two sources with the adaptive control strategy. It is
found from the experimental results that the efficiency of the
hybrid power source is higher than 92%, which makes the hybrid
power source really attractive. Furthermore, another significant
observation is that the fuel cell current responds more slowly in
Configuration II than in Configuration I when the load changes
rapidly. This is because in Configuration II, the fuel cell is
closer to the load and it takes time for the inductor in the power
converter to change the current when the battery is charged or
discharged. But this time delay is very short (in milliseconds),
and it does not affect the pulsed operation of the power source
(in seconds) significantly.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents an adaptive control strategy for active
power sharing in the hybrid power source. This control strategy
can adjust the output current setpoint of the fuel cell according to
the state-of-charge (or voltage) of the battery, and is applicable
in two topologies of active fuel cell/battery hybrids. The control
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strategy is implemented in Simulink and then tested under arbi-
trary load conditions through simulation and experiments. Sim-
ulation and experimental results show that the adaptive control
strategy is able to adjust the fuel cell output current to adapt
to the charge state of the battery and distribute the electrical
power between them appropriately. Experiments demonstrate
the generality of the adaptive control strategy. Experimental
results validate the simulation models.
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